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Abstract:- 
Diabetes is an illness caused because of 

high glucose level in a humanbody. 

Diabetes should not be ignored if it is 

untreated then Diabetes may cause 

somemajorissuesinapersonlike:heartrelated

problems, 

kidneyproblem,bloodpressure,eye damage 

and it can also affects other organs of 

human body. Diabetes can becontrolled if 

it is predicted earlier. To achieve this goal 

this project work wewill 

doearlypredictionofDiabetesinahumanbody

orapatientforahigheraccuracythroughapply

ing,VariousMachineLearningTechniques.

MachinelearningtechniquesProvide better 

result for prediction by con-structing 

models from datasets 

collectedfrompatients.Inthisworkwewilluse

MachineLearningClassificationandensemb

letechniques on a dataset to predict 

diabetes. Which are K-Nearest Neighbor 

(KNN),Logistic Regression (LR), Decision 

Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM),GradientBoosting(GB)andRandom

Forest(RF).Theaccuracyisdifferentforevery

modelwhencomparedtoothermodels.ThePr

ojectworkgivestheaccurateorhigheraccurac

y model shows that the model is capable of 

predictingdiabetes effectively.Our Result 

shows that Random Forest achieved higher 

accuracy compared to 

othermachinelearningtechniques. 

 

Keywords:Diabetes,Machine,Learning,Pr

ediction,Dataset,Ensemble. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes is noxious diseases in the world. 

Diabetes caused because of obesityor high 

blood glucose level, and so forth. It affects the 

hormone insulin,resulting in abnormal 

metabolism of crabs and improves level of 

sugar in 

theblood.Diabetesoccurswhenbodydoesnotmake

enoughinsulin.Accordingto(WHO) World 

Health Organization about 422 million people 

suffering fromdiabetes particularly from low or 

idle income countries. And this could 

beincreasedto490billionuptotheyearof2030.Ho

weverprevalenceofdiabetesisfoundamongvariou

sCountrieslikeCanada,China,andIndiaetc.Popul

ationof India is now more than 100 million so 

the actual number of diabetics inIndia is 40 

million. Diabetes is major cause of death in the 

world. Earlyprediction of disease like diabetes 

can be controlled and save the human 

life.Toaccomplishthis,thisworkexplorespredicti

onofdiabetesbytakingvariousattributes related to 
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diabetes disease. For this purpose we use the 

Pima 

IndianDiabetesDataset,weapplyvariousMachine

LearningclassificationandensembleTechniquest

opredictdiabetes.MachineLearningIsamethodtha

tisused to train computers or machines 

explicitly. Various Machine 

LearningTechniques provide efficient result to 

collect Knowledge by building 

variousclassificationandensemblemodelsfromco

llecteddataset.Suchcollecteddatacanbeusefultop

redictdiabetes.VarioustechniquesofMachineLea

rningcan capable to do prediction, however its 

tough to choose best technique. Thusfor this 

purpose we apply popular classification and 

ensemble methods ondatasetforprediction. 

 

2.LITERATUREREVIEW 

 
K.VijiyaKumaretal.[11]proposedrandomF

orestalgorithmforthePrediction of diabetes 

develop a system which can perform early 

prediction ofdiabetesforapatient 

withahigheraccuracybyusingRandomFore

stalgorithm in machine learning 

technique. The proposed model gives the 

best results fordiabetic prediction and the 

result showed that the prediction system is 

capableofpredictingthediabetesdiseaseeffe

ctively,efficientlyandmostimportantly,inst

antly. Nonso Nnamoko et al. [13] 

presented predicting diabetes onset: 

anensemble supervised learning approach 

they used five widely used classifiersare 

employed for the ensembles and a meta-

classifier is used to aggregate 

theiroutputs.Theresultsarepresentedandco

mparedwithsimilarstudiesthatusedthe 

same dataset within the literature. It is 

shown that by using the 

proposedmethod,diabetesonsetprediction 

canbedonewith higheraccuracy. 

Tejas N. Joshi et al. [12] presented 

Diabetes Prediction Using Machine 

LearningTechniques aims to predict 

diabetes via three different supervised 

machinelearning methods including: 

SVM, Logistic regression, ANN. This 

projectproposes an effective technique for 

earlier detection of the diabetes 

disease.Deeraj Shetty et al. [15] proposed 

diabetes disease prediction using 

datamining assemble Intelligent Diabetes 

Disease Prediction System that 

givesanalysisofdiabetesmaladyutilizingdia

betespatientsdatabase.Inthissystem,theypr

oposetheuseofalgorithmslikeBayesianand

KNN(K-NearestNeighbor) to apply on 

diabetes patients database and analyze 

them by takingvarious attributes of 

diabetes for prediction of diabetes disease. 

MuhammadAzeemSarwar et al. [10] 

proposed study on prediction of diabetes 

usingmachine learning algorithms in 

healthcare they applied six different 

machinelearning algo- rithms 

Performance and accuracy of the applied 

algorithms 

isdiscussedandcompared.Comparisonofth

edifferentmachinelearningtechniquesusedi

nthisstudyrevealswhichalgorithmisbestsuit

edforprediction of diabetes. Diabetes 

Prediction is becoming the area of interest 

forresearchers in order to train the 

program to identify the patient are 

diabetic ornot by applying proper 

classifier on the dataset. Based on 

previous researchwork, I 

thasbeenobservedthattheclassificationproc

ess isnotmuch improved. Hence a system 

is required as Diabetes Prediction is 

important area incomputers,to 

handletheissuesidentifiedbasedonpreviour

research. 

1. PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY 

Goal of the paper is to investigate for 

model to predict diabetes with 

betteraccuracy.Weexperimentedwithdif

ferentclassificationandensemblealgorith

mstopredictdiabetes.Inthefollowing,we

brieflydiscusshephase. 

Dataset Description- 
the data is gathered from UCI 

repository which isnamed as Pima 

Indian Diabetes Dataset. The dataset 

have many attributes of 768patients. 
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Table

1:Dat

asetD

escrip

tion 

The9th

attribut

eisclas

svariab

leofea

chdata

points.Thisclass 

variableshowstheoutcome0and1fordiabeticswhi

ch indicatespositive ornegativefor diabetics. 

Distribution of Diabetic patient- We made a 

model to predictdiabetes however the dataset 

was slightly imbalanced having around 500 

classes labeled as as 0 means negative means 

no diabetesand 268 labeledas1 

meanspositivemeansdiabetic. 

Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

 

1.DataPreprocessing-Data preprocessing is 

most importantprocess. Mostly healthcare related 

data contains missing value and other impurities that 

can cause effective- ness of data. 

Toimprovequalityandeffectivenessobtainedaftermini

ngprocess,Datapreprocessingisdone.TouseMachineL

earningTechniques on the dataset effectively the 

process is essentialfor accurate result and successful 

prediction. 

For Pima Indian diabetes dataset we need to 

perform pre processing in two steps. 

1.MissingValuesremoval- 

Removealltheinstances that have zero (0) as 

worth. Havingzero as worth is not possible. 

Therefore thisinstanceiseliminated. 

Througheliminating irrelevant 

features/instances we make feature 

subsetandthisprocessiscalledfeaturessubset 

selection,whichreducesdiamentonalityof 

dataandhelptoworkfaster. 

2.Splitting of data- After cleaning the data, 

dataisnormalizedintrainingandtestingthe 

model.Whendataisspittedthenwetrainalgorith

monthetrainingdatasetandkeeptest 

datasetaside.Thistrainingprocesswillproduce 

the training model based on logic and 

algorithmsandvaluesofthefeatureintraining 

data. Basically aim of normalization 

istobringalltheattributesundersamescale. 

2.Apply Machine Learning- 
When data hasbeen ready we apply 

Machine LearningTechnique. We use 

different classification andensemble 

techniques, to predict diabetes. 

Themethods applied on Pima Indians 

diabetesdataset. Main objective to 

apply MachineLearning Techniques to 

analyze theperformance of these 

methods and find accuracy of them, 

and also been able to figure out 

theresponsi- ble/important feature 

which play amajor role in prediction. 

The Techniques arefollows- 

3.Support Vector Machine-  Support 

VectorMachine also known as SVM is 

a supervisedmachine learning 

algorithm. SVM is mostpopular 

classification technique. SVM creates 

ahyperplane that separate two classes. 

It cancreate a hyperplane or set of 

hyperplane in highdimensional space. 

This hyper plane can beused for 

classification or regression also. 

SVMdifferentiates instances in specific 

classes andcan also classify the entities 

which are not supported by data. 

Separation is done by 

throughhyperplane performs the 

separation to theclosesttraining point of 

anyclass. 

SNo Attributes 

1 Pregnancy 

2 Glucose 

3 BloodPressure 

4 Skinthickness 

5 Insulin 

6 BMI(BodyMassIndex) 

7 DiabetesPedigreeFunction 

8 Age 
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Algorithm 

1.Select the hyper plane which 

divides the classbetter. 

2.To find the better hyper plane you 

have tocalculate the distance between 

the planes andthedatawhich is 

calledMargin. 

3.If the distance between the classes 

is low thenthe chance of miss 

conception is high and viceversa.So 

weneedto 

4.Select the class which has the high 

margin.Margin = distance to positive 

point + Distancetonegativepoint. 

4.K-Nearest Neighbor – 
KNN is also a supervised machinelearning 

algorithm. KNN helps to solve both the 

classificationandregressionproblems.KNNislazypred

ictiontechnique.KNN assumes that similar things are 

near to eachother. Many times data points which are 

similar are very 

neartoeachother.KNNhelpstogroupnewworkbasedon

similarity measure.KNN algorithm record all the 

records and 

classifythemaccordingtotheirsimilaritymeasure.Forfi

ndingthe distance between the points uses tree like 

structure. Tomake a prediction for a new data point, 

the algorithm finds theclosestdatapointsinthetrain-

ingdatasetitsnearestneighbors. . Here K= Number of 

nearby neighbors, its always a positive integer. 

Neighbors value is chosen from set of 

class.Closenessis mainlyde fined in terms of 

Euclidean distance.The Euclidean dis- tancebetween 

two points P and Q i.e. P (p1,p2, . Pn) and Q 

(q1.q2,..qn)isdefinedbythefollowingequation:- 

Algorithm: 

Take a sample dataset of columns and 

rowsnamedasPima IndianDiabetesdataset. 

 

Takeatestdatasetofattributesand rows. 

 

FindtheEuclideandistancebythehelpofformul

a- 

 

Then,DecidearandomvalueofK.istheno.ofnearestne

ighbors 

 

Then with the help of these minimumdistanceand 

Euclidean distance find out the nth columnofeach. 

 

Findoutthesameoutputvalues. 

If the values are same, then the patient 

isdiabetic,otherwisenot. 

 

Decision Tree- Decision tree is a 

basicclassificationmethod.Itissupervisedlearning

method. Decision tree used when 

responsevariable is categorical. Decision tree has 

treelikestructure based model which 

describesclassification process based on input 

feature.Input variables are any types like graph, 

text,discrete, continuous etc. Steps for 

DecisionTreeAlgorithm- 

Constructtreewithnodesasinputfeature. 

 

Select feature to predict the output from 

inputfeaturewhoseinformation gain ishighest. 

 

The highest information gain is calculated 

foreachattributein each nodeof tree. 

Repeat step 2 to form a subtree using 

the featurewhichis not used in above 

node. 

Logistic Regression- Logistic 

regression is alsoa su- pervised 

learning classification algorithm.It is 

used to estimate the probability of 

abinary response based on one or 

morepredictors. They can be 

continuous or discrete.Lo- gistic 

regression used when we want 

toclassify or distin- guish some data 

items intocategories.It classify the data 

in binary formmeans only in 0 and 1 

which refer case toclassify patient that 

is positive or negative fordiabetes.Main 

aim of logistic regression is tobest fit 

which is responsible for describing 

therelationship between target and 

predictorvariable. Logistic regression is 

a based onLinear regression model. 

Logistic regressionmodel uses sigmoid 

function to predictprobability of 

positive and negativeclass.Sigmoid 

function P = 1/1+e – (a+bx) 

HereP=probability,aand b=parameter 

ofModel. 

Ensembling- Ensembling is a machine 

learningtechnique Ensemble means 

using multiplelearning algorithms 

together for some task. Itprovides 

better prediction than any 

otherindividual model thats why it is 
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used. The maincause of error is noise 

bias and variance,ensemble methods 

help to reduce or minimizethese errors. 

There are two popular 

ensemblemethods such as Bagging, 

Boosting, adaboosting, Gradient 

boosting, voting, averagingetc. Here In 

these work we have used 

Bagging(Randomforest)and Gradient 

boostingensemblemethods 

forpredicting diabetes. 

Random Forest It is type of ensemble 

learningmeth- od and also used for 

classification andregression tasks. The 

accuracy it gives is 

graterthencomparedtoothermodels.This

methodcan easily handle large datasets. 

Ran- domForest isdeveloped by Leo 

Bremen. It is popularen- semble 

Learning Method. Random 

ForestImprove Perfor- mance of 

Decision Tree byreducing variance. It 

operates by constructing amultitude 

ofdecision trees attraining time 

andoutputs the class that is the mode of 

the classesor classification or mean 

prediction (regression)oftheindividual 

trees. 

Algorithm- 
 

The first step is to select the R features from the 

totalfeaturesm whereR<<M. 

 

Among the R features, the node using the best 

splitpoint. 

Built forest by repeating steps a to  for a num- ber 

oftimesto create n numberof trees. 

 

The random forest finds the best split using the 

Gin-IndexCost Function which is givenby: 

The first step is to need the take a glance at 

choicesand use the foundations of each 

indiscriminatelycreated decision tree to predict the 

result and storesthe anticipated outcome at 

intervals the target 

place.Secondly,calculatethevotesforeachpredictedt

argetand ultimately, admit the high voted predicted 

targetas a result of the ultimate prediction from the 

randomforestformula.SomeoftheoptionsofRandom

Forest does correct predictions result for a spread 

ofapplicationsareoffered. 

Gradient Boosting – Gradient Boosting is 

mostpower- ful ensemble technique used for 

predictio andit is a classification technique. It 

combine weeklearner together to make strong 

learner models forprediction. It uses Decision 

Tree model. it classifycomplex data sets and it is 

very effective and popularmethod. In gradient 

boosting model performanceimproveover 

iterations. 

Algorithm- 

 
Consider a sample of target values as P 

 
Estimatethe error intargetvalues 

Update and adjust the weights to reduce error 

M. 

P[x]=p[x] +alphaM[x] 

Model Learners are analyzed and calculated by 

lossfunctionF 
      Repeat steps till desired & target result P. 

MODELBUILDING 

This is most important phase which includes 

modelbuilding for prediction of diabetes. In this 

we haveimplemented various machine learning 

algorithmswhicharediscussed 

abovefordiabetesprediction. 

Splitthenodeintosub nodesusingthe bestsplit. 

Repeat a to c steps until l number of nodes has 

beenreached. 

Procedureof ProposedMethodology- 

Step1: Import required libraries, Import 

diabetesdataset. Step2: Pre-process data to 

remove missingdata. 

Step3: Perform percentage split of 80% to 

dividedatasetas Trainingset and 20%to Test 

set. 

 

Step4: Select the machine learning algorithm i.e. 

K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, 

DecisionTree, Logistic regression, Random Forest 

andGradientboostingalgorithm. 

 

Step5: Build the classifier model for the 

mentionedmachinelearningalgorithmbasedontrai

ningset. 

 

Step6: Test the Classifier model for the 

mentionedmachinelearning algorithmbased on 

test set. 

Step7: Perform Comparison Evaluation of the 

experimental performance results obtained for 
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eachclassifier. 

 

Step8: After analyzing based on various 

measuresconclude thebest performing 

algorithm. 

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS 
In this work different steps were taken. The 

proposedapproach uses different classification and 

ensemblemethods and implemented using python. 

Thesemethods are standard Machine Learning 

methodsused to obtain the best ac- curacy from 

data. In thiswork we see that random forest 

classifier achievesbetter compared to others. 

Overall we have used bestMachine Learning 

techniques for prediction and toachieve high 

performance accuracy. 

Here feature played important role in prediction 

ispresented for random forest algorithm. The sum 

ofthe importance of each feature playing major role 

fordiabeteshavebeen plotted,where X-

axisrepresents theimportanceof eachfeatureand Y-

Axisthenamesofthefeatures. 

OUTPUT: 

 

 

 

 

Logistic Regression: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Random Forest Model: 

 

 
 

 
     Algorithm 
 

 

  Accuracy 

Logistic Regression 
 

       74% 

Random Forest Model 

 

        77% 
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CONCLUSION 
Themainaimofthisprojectwastodesignand 

implement Diabetes Prediction UsingMachine 

Learning Methods andPerformance Analysis of 

that methods andit has been achieved successfully. 

Theproposedapproach usesvariousclassification 

and ensemble learningmethod in which SVM, Knn, 

RandomForest, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression 

and Gradient Boosting classifiersare used. And 

77% classification accuracyhas been achieved. The 

Experimentalresults can be asst health care to take 

earlyprediction and make early decision 

tocurediabetes and savehumans life. 
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